
Nursery Home Learning

Day 4

Communication and Language
A way to show how incredibly grateful we are to the emergency services in 
Alnwick is to thank them. 
You may like to choose to 
Make a card
A picture
Some artwork
Write a letter and send it to the fire brigade, the police or the paramedics 
to show how thankful you are. If you are feeling especially thankful you may
 like to send something to all of them!
*Send your card to PC Smith and his colleagues at Alnwick Police Station, 
Prudhoe Street, NE66 1UJ

*Send your card to the hardworking paramedics at the North East 
Ambulance Service, Bernicia House, Goldcrest Way,Newburn Riverside, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE15 8NY

*Send your card to the on call FireFighters at
Alnwick Community Fires Station, Blackthorn Close, Lionheart Enterprise
 Park, NE66 2ER

Mathematical Development
Our Learning :
We have been doing lots of work in nursery on 2d shapes. 
Today I wonder if you could use your shape knowledge to either draw and cut 
out shapes to build a fire engine.
Your fire engine will consist of these 2d shapes:
1 square
2 oblongs
3 circles
If you are feeling super clever you may like to add in some other 
shapes to decorate your fire engine picture!
NB. The focus here is on cutting skills and talking about the 
Properties of each of the shapes.



Nursery Home Learning

Topic
If people get poorly and need to get to hospital in an emergency
 can you find out the name of the person who would help them and
 how they would transport them?
Watch this youtube video about Amber… this may help you 
remember!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfPi1RtNTrQ
Go through the powerpoint with your adult and talk about what 
you think the job of a paramedic is and when you think you may 
need to call them. 
Your task for today is to become a paramedic!
There is an emergency. One of your teddies has fallen out of bed 
and hurt his leg. You have been called out to take your teddy to the hospital 
but first you need to check your teddy using a stethoscope and use a 
bandage to wrap up teddies arm.

1. Make yourself a stethoscope using items at home/ use the worksheet 
attached to craft your own.

2. Fill in the incident report form attached - (find out what the word 
incident means first!)

 It is very important that paramedics write down what injury has occured to 
pass on to the doctors at the hospital. Use your sound knowledge to help you.

And finally…
            We’d love to see what you’ve done today.  Upload some pictures to your child’s school 360        
journal.  Don’t forget to email if you have any questions or concerns.

Today’s Physical Challenge!
Today you are going to be firefighter rescuers! Line up 6 of your teddies and place them outside in a box. If 
you have a sibling you could make this a competition (or have the Adult you look after race you)! 
When the bell sounds(use your adults phone for this) Your job is to race (either running or on your 
bike/scooter), to rescue the teddies one by one. 
How long did it take you to rescue your 6 teddies - were you faster than your adult?!
You could keep adding more teddies to rescue and use a stopwatch to time how fast you are at rescuing as 
firefighters need to be very fast in their jobs!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfPi1RtNTrQ

